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Yielding
Impulsive

to

Temptation: Self-ontrol
Purchasing, and

Consumer

Failure,
Behavior

ROY F. BAUMEISTER*
Self-controlis a promisingconcept forconsumerresearch,and self-controlfailure
may be an importantcause of impulsivepurchasing.Threecauses of self-control
failureare described.First,conflictinggoals andstandardsunderminecontrol,such
as when the goal of feeling better immediatelyconflictswiththe goal of saving
money. Second, failureto keep track of (monitor)one's own behaviorrenders
controldifficult.Third,self-controldepends on a resourcethatoperateslikestrength
or energy, and depletionof this resource makes self-controlless effective.Trait
differencesin self-controlpredictmany behaviors.Implicationsfortheoryand research in consumerbehaviorare discussed.

T

how strong the desire is. My focus is on the other side,
however: The strengthof self-control varies systematically
with several crucial factors, and these can play a decisive
role in determiningwhetherthe "Ireally shouldn't"dilemma
is resolved by doing what one should not or what one supposedly should.
By way of definition, I use the terms "self-control"and
"self-regulation"interchangeably;both refer to the self's
capacity to alter its own states and responses. Thus, selfcontrol overrides one incipient patternof response and replaces it with another.These responsesmay includethoughts
(e.g., by suppressingunwantedthoughts or forcing oneself
to concentrate),changingemotions (getting into, getting out
of, or unnaturallypreserving some emotion or mood), regulating impulses (e.g., resisting temptation), and altering
performances(e.g., persisting). Impulses refer to incipient
behavioralresponsesthatnormallyresultfromthe encounter
between a motivationand some activatingstimulus,such as
when the hungry person sees food and feels an impulse to
eat it. Impulsive behavior is understoodas behaviorthat is
not regulated and that results from an unplanned,spontaneous impulse. In particular,impulsive purchasinginvolves
getting a sudden urge to buy something, without advance
intention or plan, and then acting on that impulse without
carefully or thoroughlyconsideringwhetherthe purchaseis
consistentwith one's long-rangegoals, ideals, resolves, and
plans. Impulsive behavior is most interestingand relevant
when it contradictssome of those long-termgoals (such as

he shopper says, "I really shouldn't,"transfixedwith
infatuateddesire. The budget is tight, the price is too
high, the item is not desperatelyneeded, and so the shopper
should not buy it. Ranged against these sensible concerns
is a murky alliance of wants, impulses, and emotions, all
clamoringfor the gratificationof the purchaseand wanting
to believe that the purchasedproduct will bring true happiness, at least for a while. As Hoch andLoewenstein(1991)
have written,the outcome of such consumerdecision points
dependsconsiderablyon the conflict betweenthe competing
strengthsof self-control and desire.
The purposeof this articleis to apply new insights about
self-control and its failures to consumer behavior,particularly in reference to dilemmas like the one in the previous
paragraph.I have spent much of the past decade studying
failures of self-control. No one will argue, I assume, that
the battle between self-controland desire dependspartlyon
*Roy F. Baumeister is currentlythe E. B. Smith Professor in Liberal
Arts at Case WesternReserve Universityin the Departmentof Psychology,
Cleveland, OH 44106-7123 (rfb2@po.cwru.edu).He received his Ph.D. in
social psychology from Princeton in 1978. He currentlyhas nearly 250
publications,includingthe books Evil: InsideHumanViolenceand Cruelty,
Meanings of Life, Losing Control: How and Why People Fail at SelfRegulation, and The Social Dimension of Sex. His researchhas been supportedby the NationalInstituteof MentalHealth (this essay was supported
by grant MH 57039) and by the TempletonFoundation.His researchinterests include self-regulationand self-control,interpersonalrejection,sexuality, aggression, self-esteem, and human nature.
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SELF-CONTROL
saving money) becausethe personmay regrethavingyielded
to the impulse.

understandingimpulse buying and similar aspects of consumer behavior.

IMPULSES IRRESISTIBLE AND
RESISTIBLE

WHY SELF-CONTROL FAILS

Some writerson consumerbehavior are fond of the concept of irresistibleimpulses among shoppers.Rook (1987,
p. 189) asserted that "impulses sometimes prove irresistible," and shoppers in his study reportedfeeling "helpless
against the dictates of their impulses" (p. 195). Thompson,
Locander,and Pollio (1990) found that shopperssometimes
report an experience of losing control of their behavior,
resulting in excessive purchases.
Claims of irresistibleimpulses are popularamong people
whose self-control has failed, but over the years I have
become increasinglyskepticalof such claims. If an impulse
were literally irresistible,then restrainingit would be truly
impossible. People would act out their impulses even if
someone were holding a gun to their heads and threatening
to shoot them if they did so. Douglas (1995) observed that
serial murderershave the reputationof suffering from irresistible impulses to commit violent and homicidal acts,
yet somehow their crimes are never committedin the presence of an armed police officer. Somehow even these individualsmanageto controltheirbehaviorwhen it is to their
advantage.
True,there do exist a few genuinely irresistibleimpulses,
such as when the urge to stop standing,to breathe,to urinate,
or to sleep have been deferredas long as is physically possible. In such cases, even the gun to the head will not prevent
the impulse from being enacted. But impulses to purchase
some item or service rarely or never reach that intensity.
My colleagues and I have concluded that most claims of
irresistibleimpulses are more a matterof rationalizationthan
of genuinely being helpless against strong desires (Baumeister,Heatherton,and Tice 1994), and the same probably
applies to shopping. Returninghome with an unnecessary
and expensive purchase, the buyer probably would rather
explain to the disapprovingspouse that "I couldn't resist"
than "I was too lazy and selfish to resist."
On the contrary, it is precisely because purchasingimpulses are resistiblethatthey areof such greatinterest-both
to researchpsychologists and to marketersand advertisers.
The shopperwho says "I really shouldn't"even while tentatively reachingfor the wallet can really go eitherway, and
the outcome depends on a variety of situationaland inner
forces. If Americanbusinesses had to depend on irresistible
impulses for their sales, the economy would come to a
screeching halt. Most purchasingimpulses are quite resistible, but people fail to resist them often enough to keep the
economy humming along.
Why, then, do people fail to resist these impulses? In the
long run, or sometimes even by later that same day, they
may wish they had resisted the impulse. But resisting an
impulse depends on the person's capacity for self-control.
The causes of self-control failure are thus importantfor

Effective self-control depends on at least three majoringredients. These are the standards,a monitoring process,
and the operationalcapacity to alter one's behavior.If any
of these fails, self-control can be undermined.

Standards
Standardsrefer to goals, ideals, norms, and other guidelines that specify the desired response. If you do not want
to change, there is no need for self-regulation.Examplesof
standardsmay indicate an ideal weight or shape that is the
dieter's goal, a desired emotional state (or the absence of a
particularstate, such as unwantedanger), or a certainlevel
of performanceor persistence.
Consumerswho know precisely what they want areprobably less likely than others to indulge in impulse buying,
and in general are probably less vulnerable to influences
from sales personnel,advertisers,and the like. Uncertainor
conflicting goals underminethe basis for self-control and
make people more susceptible. People who go to the mall
with no particularpurchasinggoal in mind, for example,
are more promising candidates.
Conflict among goals has been shown to undermineselfcontrol too, although the relevance to consumer behavior
has not (to my knowledge) been confirmed. Studies with
children have shown that if two adults give different rules
or prescriptions,children'sbehavioris less consistent (Maphet and Miller 1982).
Of particularimportanceare cases in which people may
hold goals that are in conflict with regard to a particular
indulgence.This situationprobablyis an accuratereflection
of the condition of many shoppers.That is, they would like
to save their money, but they would also like to own something that will make them happy. Naturally,they cannot be
sure whether a particularpurchasewill confer a great deal
of happiness on them, and so it is difficult to resolve the
conflict between the two goals. Even more relevant, the
process of purchasingmay itself make them happy, at least
in the short run. O'Guinn and Faber's (1989) researchon
compulsive buying concludedthat compulsive shoppersderive more pleasureand satisfactionfrom the buying process
than from actually owning the item. In fact, Katz (1989)
drew the same conclusion about shoplifters:They enjoyed
the process of acquiringthe object more than they enjoyed
the object itself, and many of the stolen items were quickly
relegatedto an obscuredraweror closet and forgotten,even
while the intense satisfactionof stealingit remaineda source
of pleasure in memory.
People generally want to feel good, and when people are
upset the goal of feeling betterbecomes increasinglycentral
to their actions. Thus, to the extent that a consumeris torn
between saving money and spendingit for the sake of feeling
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good, emotional distress may shift the balance in favor of
making the purchase.
When my colleagues and I reviewed the literatureon selfcontrol, we found over and over that emotional distress
contributedto breakdownsin self-control(Baumeisteret al.
1994). Subsequentlywe conducted laboratoryexperiments
to test the hypothesis that a shift in prioritiesmediates the
link between emotional distress and failure at self-control.
Specifically, we reasoned that when people are upset, the
goal of feeling better comes to take precedenceover other
self-regulatorygoals (such as saving money or doing other
things that will lead to long-term desirable outcomes). In
one experiment, we studied people's resistance to eating
unhealthy snack foods (Tice, Bratslavsky,and Baumeister
2001). Participantswere put into a sad mood, and then we
asked them to eat some snack foods in order to furnish
questionnaireratings of them (ostensibly as part of a marketing study). We did not really care about their questionnaireratings.We used the ploy only as a meansof measuring
how much they would eat. Sure enough, the sad people ate
more than did the others. However, in a variation on this
procedure,we told half the participantsthat eating would
not improve their mood or emotional state. These participants did not show any increasedeating. The implicationis
that eating more snack food when depressed is done only
when one thinks it will help cheer oneself up. In other
studies, we told people that their emotional or mood states
had been artificiallyfrozen so that these would be unable
to change for the next hour, with the implication that any
effort at regulatingone's emotional state would be useless.
Such a manipulationremoved the tendency of emotional
distress to push people toward immediate gratificationor
toward procrastination(Tice et al. 2001), and it also eliminated the tendency of people to express their anger by
aggressing against another person who had irritatedthem
(Bushman,Baumeister,and Phillips 2001).
All these studies point to the same conclusion. Normally
people control their behaviorso as to pursuehigh standards
and desirable,long-termgoals. They try to eat healthyfoods,
they avoid procrastination,they delay gratificationwhen delay will produce better rewards,and they restraintheir aggressive impulses.Whenpeople areemotionallyupset,these
restraintsbreak down, so that people become more likely
to eat unhealthyfoods, procrastinate,seek immediategratification, and engage in aggression.Our studies showed that
these behaviorsare done specifically for the sake of making
people feel better(because when we eliminatedthe prospect
of feeling better,people did not indulge in these behaviors).
Applied to consumerbehavior,the implicationis thatpeople who are emotionally upset may be more likely to cast
prudentself-controlaside in the hope thatpurchasinggoods
or services will make them feel better.This conclusion fits
well with observationsby Mick (1996; Mick and DeMoss
1990) that people sometimes give themselves gifts in order
to make themselves feel better,and they do this particularly
when they consciously think to do so.
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Monitoring
A second crucial ingredientof self-control is the process
of monitoring, which means keeping track of the relevant
behavior.My grandmotheronce told me her system to help
manage money effectively: write down every time you
spend money, includinghow much you spent and what you
bought. Ample research has borne out the wisdom of her
comments. When people lose track of their behavior,selfcontrol breaks down.
For example, a pair of studies by Polivy et al. (1986)
linked monitoringto self-controlof eating. Dieters and nondieters were first induced to consume two large milkshakes
(or nothing, in the control condition), which should have
made them full. Afterwardthey had an opportunityto eat
candy (in the guise of a marketingstudy). Not surprisingly,
nondieters ate substantiallyless if they had consumed the
milkshake,but dieters paradoxicallyate more after the preload. The findings fit a patternsuggesting that the dieters
regardedtheir diets as ruined for the day, and so they indulged in furthereating. More important,some of the dieters
who consumed the milkshakes then had their attention
drawn to themselves through several manipulations(such
as having to put their candy wrappersin an obvious place
where the amount could easily be seen); these dieters ate
significantlyless. Thus, the dieterswho consumedthe milkshake typically stopped monitoring their food intake, enabling them to go on a small binge and eat plenty of candy.
If monitoringwas restoredby focusing attentionon the self' s
eating, the dieters kept their eating under control. The implication is that when a dieterhas brokenher diet, she stops
keeping trackof her food, and this can contributeto eating
binges. In contrast,successful dieterstypically keep careful
track of the foods they eat and how many calories these
contain.
Alcohol has been shown to contributeto failure of selfcontrolin nearlyevery domainin which people controltheir
behavior (see Baumeister et al. [1994] for review). One
explanationis that alcohol intoxication makes people stop
monitoringtheir behavior.Hull (1981) showed that alcohol
reduces people's attentionto themselves, and self-focused
attentionis a vital part of monitoringoneself for the sake
of self-regulation (see Carver and Scheier 1981, 1982).
Drunken people stop keeping track of their spending, the
wisdom of their comments, their eating, their smoking, and
even of their drinkingitself-and so the inner controlsthat
typically restrainthese behaviors are undermined.
Monitoringis likely to be relevantto consumerbehavior
as well. When people keep careful trackof theirmoney and
expenditures,impulsive purchasesare less likely. The willingness of many people to buy on time at high interestrates
is probablymore due to their failure to calculate what they
actuallyend up paying for the item ratherthan to a genuine
willingness to pay the high cost of the item.

The Capacityto Change
The thirdingredientof self-controlis the capacityto alter
the self. The other two ingredients are useless without it,
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for the person might know what he or she wants and be
quite aware of his or her own behavior but not be able to
make the self performthe necessary actions. In the specific
situationof the contemplatedimpulse purchase,the crucial
question is whether the person can muster up whatever is
needed to resist the temptationto buy.
How does the self actually produce these changes in its
responses, such as restrainingimpulses and overridingincipient responses?A review of past theorizingrevealedthree
main types of theories (Baumeister et al. 1994). One involved willpower or strength. In this view, self employs
some kind of strength or energy resource that matches or
surpassesthe power of the impulse. A second type of theory
involved cognitive processes, including knowledge about
the self and contingencies, such as if self-control is essentially akin to a software programthat can be loaded so as
to direct the person's behavior. The third type of theory
depicted self-control as a skill.
These threetheoriesmake differentpredictionsas to what
will happen if people have to perform several acts of selfcontrol in a row. The willpower or strengthmodel suggests
that some of this energy would be expended on the firstact,
so the second act of self-controlwould be less effective than
it would normally be. The cognitive theory, in contrast,
would predictfacilitation:The firstact of self-controlwould
"load the software"or prime the relevant self-controlschemas, and so subsequent acts of self-control should be improvedbecausethe self is alreadyin its self-regulatingmode.
The third theory, based on skill, would predict little effect
of acts of self-control on subsequentacts because skill remains essentially the same over consecutive trials,although
over the long run it shows gradualimprovement.
A series of experimentshas provided consistent support
for the strength model rather than the cognitive or skill
models (see Baumeister et al. 1998; Muraven, Tice, and
Baumeister 1998). In these studies, people were first instructedto engage in some act of self-regulation.In different
studies, the manipulationinvolved stifling (or amplifying)
one's emotional response to an upsetting film, suppressing
thoughts about a white bear, acquiringand then breakinga
habitof crossing out every "e"in a page of text, andresisting
the temptationto eat chocolates and cookies so as to force
oneself to eat radishes instead. To provide a comparison,
participantsin various control conditions were exposed to
similar stimuli but did not have to regulate their behavior.
For example, they watched the same upsettingfilm without
having to regulate their emotions, or they were permitted
to eat the chocolates and cookies instead of the radishes.
Afterward, we measured self-regulation in ostensibly unrelated other tasks, such as physical staminaon a handgrip
exerciser, persistence in the face of failure on unsolvable
anagrams, or refraining from laughing and smiling while
watching a comedy video. The findings repeatedlyshowed
that self-controlwas poorest among people who had already
performeda prior act of self-control.
Thus, performingany act of self-controlseems to deplete
some crucial resource within the self, and that resource is
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then no longeravailableto help the personon the subsequent
self-control task. This state of reduced capacity for selfcontrol is called "ego depletion" because it indicates that
the self s crucial resources have been depleted. These resources operatelike an energy or strength.Not only do they
show short-termexhaustionandreplenishmentafterrest,but
also (like a strength)they seem to be able to grow stronger
through regular exercise (Muraven, Baumeister,and Tice
1999).
The implicationsfor consumerbehaviorseem clear.People in a state of ego depletion are more likely to yield to
temptation and buy impulsively. Ego-depleted consumers
will be less able to regulatetheirbehaviortowardtheirlongrange goals of saving their money and purchasing only
things that will be of maximumadvantagein the long run.
When people are depleted from dieting, breaking habits,
trying to adopt an exercise regimen, or controlling their
emotions, they may be especially likely to engage in impulsive purchases.
Our more recent findings have extended the concept of
ego depletion beyond self-regulation.In particular,making
choices and decisions appearsto reduce the same resource
as is used for self-control (Twenge et al. 2001). This may
be especially relevantto consumerbehavior,insofaras consumers often must make multiple decisions and may also
be coming from a context (such as a job) in which decisions
are required.In fact, some purchases(such as automobiles
or building contracts)requirethe consumerto make a series
of decisions. If each decision along the way depletes the
resource slightly, then people should show a tendency to
become more impulsive and less self-controlledtowardthe
end of the series. By the same token, toward the end of a
long day at the mall or even a long trip to the grocery store,
many small decisions along the way will have depleted the
person's resources, and so self-control will be weakened
while behavior (including buying) will be more impulsive.
We also believe thatmany of the apparenteffects of stress
are actually consequences of ego depletion. Coping with
stress may requireboth self-regulationand decision making.
Self-regulationis involved in managingone's own feelings
of pressure,stress, worry, and frustration,and likewise selfregulationmay be requiredin steeringone's thoughtstoward
solving problems and making oneself continue working at
a task when one would prefer to quit. Meanwhile, coping
with stress may also involve making many difficultchoices
under uncertainconditions. All these will deplete the self s
resources and leave the self more vulnerableto impulsive
behavior,including impulsive purchases.
The diurnalcycle of everyday life may also be relevant
to ego depletion. The self s resources are restored during
sleep and then become progressively depleted during the
day, especially insofaras the day makesdemandsfor choices
and self-control. Hence failures of self-control are rare in
the morning and become progressively more likely as the
day wears on. Many patterns of self-control show these
temporalpatterns.Hardlyanyone gets up and breaksa diet
first thing in the morning,for example. Instead,it is late at
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night that one yields to temptation. Similar patterns are
found for addictive relapse, alcohol indulgence, impulsive
crimes, regrettablesexual indiscretions,and the like. I am
not aware whether consumer research has shown similar
patterns,but the predictionsbased on ego depletion would
be straightforward.Impulsive purchasingbehavior should
become more and more likely as the day wears on, and
sleep-deprivedpeople should be most vulnerableto making
them.
Another implication of ego depletion is that conscious
self-control and decision making are costly, which is why
people may tendto minimizethem.It is probablyno accident
that the complex lives of modern individuals are often organized around stable patterns,habits, and routines. Regularity avoids the need for expending the self's resources
on conscious, deliberatedecisions. The resourceused in selfregulationand decision making is quite limited as well as
valuable for many different activities, and so people need
to conserve it. Living much of life on automaticpilot is an
effective way to conserve this resource.
In the same way, it seems plausible that habits of thrift
and regularpurchasingpatternsare likely to minimize the
impulsive purchase. Buying the same groceries every
Wednesdaywill leave little room for impulsive choices that
will be regretted later. Indeed, shopping lists remove the
room for decision and impulse, and they too may reduce
the chances of spending too much and getting home with
things one does not really want or need. But the majority
of grocery purchases are unplanned,in the sense that the
purchaserdid not have a clear intention of buying them
when he or she entered the store, nor were they on any
shopping list. The shopperswho do make a list or regulate
their buying in some disciplined, planned fashion form a
minority.

SELF-CONTROL AS TRAIT
Much of what I have said so far points toward the idea
that certain people have chronically more problems with
self-control than others. Intuitionand anecdotalexperience
certainly supportthe view that there are individual differences in self-controlthat form a seemingly stable aspect of
personality. Recent research supportsthis conclusion empirically as well.
A trait measure of self-control has been developed by
Tangneyand Baumeister(2001). It was based on the survey
of self-control problems and failures by Baumeisteret al.
(1994). Various items assess how well people control impulses, regulate emotions, manage performances,maintain
self-discipline, break out of bad habits, and the like. This
may be a useful tool for researchersinterested in initial
studies of how self-control predicts consumer behavior.
There is also a short form with about a dozen items that
can be used quite quickly and conveniently,for researchers
who cannot afford to administerthe full scale.
The trait self-control scale has been shown to predict a
wide range of desirableoutcomes, consistent with the view
that self-control is a highly adaptive capacity that confers

an appealingrangeof benefitson the individual.People with
high levels of self-control have better interpersonalrelationships, strongerand more cohesive families, fewer psychological symptoms and problems (such as somatization,
obsessive-compulsive patterns, paranoid ideation), fewer
emotionalproblems(anxiety,hostile anger,depression),and
higher self-acceptanceand self-esteem (Tangneyand Baumeister 2001). Students with high self-control get better
gradesthan other students(e.g., Smith 2001; see also Wolfe
and Johnson [1995], who used a different measure), and
leaderswith high self-controlare ratedby theirsubordinates
as fairer and more trustworthythan other leaders (Cox
2000). There is also some evidence that people with high
self-control manage their money better than other people,
saving more and spending less (Romal and Kaplan 1995).
The fact that self-control is linked to managing one's
money better supports the speculation that it will predict
consumer behavior,at least with regard to high and moderately priced items that can have a discernible impact on
the household budget. Scores on trait self-control should
predict behavior in the situation with which I began this
article,namely,the "I really shouldn't"possible (impulsive)
purchase.
Beyond that difference, however, it is furtherplausible
that self-controlwill predictreceptivenessto differentkinds
of marketing strategies. The person with low self-control
may be vulnerableto being seduced by the moment, and a
sales pitch emphasizing immediate gratificationwould be
appealing and successful. In contrast,the person with high
self-controlis more likely to purchasebased on being convinced of long-term value and benefits. The shopper with
low self-controlis likely to respondto an approachsuch as,
"You will look and feel great in this car." In contrast, a
person with high self-control is more likely to buy a car
based on something like, "This car will be reliable and durable and will have a high resale value."

IMPLICATIONS FOR THEORY AND
RESEARCH IN CONSUMER BEHAVIOR
Self-control research seemingly has much to offer researchersinterested in consumer behavior.My central argument has been that the processes that undermine selfcontrol should lead to more buying and more impulsive
buying. This could be tested by examining whetherthe behavior of consumers changes systematically as a function
of the factors that undermineor weaken self-control. Selfcontrol should therefore be weakened by conflicting standards and goals. In particular,I mentioned research suggesting that people make purchases in order to cheer
themselves up. This could be tested directly by means of a
bogus mood-freeze manipulation(see Tice et al. 2001). If
shoppersare led to believe that their moods will not be able
to change for the next hour or so, then they should be less
inclined to buy themselves gifts or indulge in other purchases thatare aimed at affect regulation(becausethe frozen
mood makes affect regulation ostensibly impossible). The
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content and natureof purchasesshould also be discernibly
different among people who are seeking to feel better (as
opposed to other shoppers)because they would most likely
buy things that hold the promise of pleasure. That is, sad
or distressed shoppers may show an increase in purchases
of snack foods, music CDs, and flashy clothes, but much
less change in their purchasesof lightbulbs,toilet paper,or
oven cleansers.
The degreeto which people monitortheirspendingshould
also predict consumer behavior and impulsive purchasing.
If researcherscan identify people who habituallykeep close
trackof their spending,they could investigatewhethersuch
people are indeed less likely than othersto buy impulsively.
(The trait scale developed by Tangney and Baumeister
[2001] for measuringindividual differences in self-control
could also be used to predictresistanceto impulsive spending.) One could also investigate the role of monitoringby
studying or even experimentallymanipulatingfactors that
make monitoring difficult. Thus, when people are highly
distracted, they should be less able to keep track of how
much they spend.Likewise, when spendingis not transacted
in dollars, American consumers should have greaterdifficulty keeping track. Internationaltravelers, for example,
must often make purchases in currencies that vary in the
ease with which one can calculate the price in dollars. At
present, for example, many currenciesare close to half or
two-thirdsof a dollar (such as the Australian,New Zealand,
and Canadiandollars), makingit relativelyeasy to calculate
the Americanprice, whereasotherssuch as the Britishpound
or the Italianlira are much harderto convert mentally and,
by extension, cause American tourists to spend more. This
could also be manipulatedexperimentally,such as if laboratory subjects have to make purchasing or consumption
decisions in artificialmoney that is easily or not so easily
converted into dollars.
The strengthmodel in particularoffers specificpredictions
for consumer behavior.When the self is depleted by prior
exertions, behavior should become more impulsive. People
who report being under stress, having had a difficult day,
or having had to cope with more problems and crises recently should end up spending more money and doing so
more impulsively. Experimentalmanipulationssuch as having people try to regulatetheiremotionalresponses,perform
minoracts of physical stamina,suppressparticularthoughts,
or resist specific temptationshave been shown to deplete
people's resources, and in the aftermathof such manipulations consumersshould become less disciplinedand more
impulsive.
Consistent with the observation that the self's resources
are graduallydepleted duringthe course of a day, one could
make a simple predictionabouthow spendingwould change
as a function of time of day. Later in the day there should
be more impulsive purchases,resultingin more spendingin
general.
Anotherpredictionwas thatmakingchoices anddecisions
would itself deplete the self's executive resources,thereby
making behavior less disciplined and more impulsive. One
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could, for example, approachshoppersleaving a store and
ask them how long they have spent at the mall, andcorrelate
that with how much they spent (if anything) at this final
store. The hypothesis would be that the longer they had
spent at the mall, the more decisions they had alreadymade,
resultingin a more severe state of ego depletion, and so the
more they would spend at this particularstore.
The consequences of purchasing may also involve ego
depletion. Making a big purchasingdecision (either to buy
or not to buy), or making a series of lesser decisions, will
also deplete the self, and hence aftersuch events self-control
may be impaired.To be sure, a large dose of positive emotion resultingfrompurchasingor consumingsomethingmay
boost the self's resources, but apartfrom offsetting consequences of thatnature,it may be worthinvestigatingwhether
in the aftermathof consumerdecisions people become more
likely to breaktheir diets, relapse into smoking or drinking
or other bad habits, or yield to temptations.Such processes
might well reflect an otherwise hidden impact of consumption on everyday life.

CONCLUSION
The ability to alter one's own responses is one of the
most importantfeatures of the human psyche and is substantially responsible for the immense range and diversity
of human behavior as well as for the adaptive success of
our species. For consumerbehavior,self-controlrepresents
the capacity to resist temptations,especially those relevant
to impulsivepurchasesand otherexpendituresthatarelikely
to be regrettedlater on. The factors and processes that undermineself-controlare worth studyinginsofaras they may
contribute to causing people to spend more money. The
effectiveness of self-control depends on multiple factors,
includingchronictraitsandweaknesses,clarityof goals (and
absence of conflicting standards), careful monitoring of
one's behavior, and depletion of self-regulatory strength
caused by prior exertion or decision making. In the long
run, such purchases may lead to higher profits for manufacturers and retailers, but more unsatisfied and unhappy
consumers.
[David Glen Mick served as editorfor this article.]
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